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preparedness 101 zombie apocalypse blogs cdc - thank you if it takes zombies to get the general public aware of disaster preparedness maybe you the cdc fema should use them in public service announcement spots during prime time, strategic relocation the reality of survival communities - this week i'll take a break from discussing individual strategic locations and talk about two common frustrations that confront would-be retreat seekers that often goes unfulfilled the desire to find 1 an already established prepper community of like minded people and 2 a complete and functioning retreat in the area of their interest, how to get a family of four prepped for the coming - everything you want and need to know about long term canned food storage plus 10 signs to look for when it's spoiled 5 things you never thought you needed in your prepper gear, new page 1 www gyphillpremiere com - kwibs from july 23 2018 by kevin noland a young nicholas and a young hyde there's a special bond we form with our pets you don't even realize it's happened until one day they are gone.